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From the President - Michael Forrest
Greetings, fellow Members. Wishing you all a Happy and Peaceful
New Year, and hoping that the Society will enjoy a successful year of
modelling and fellowship - which is what we're all about.
The end-of-year dinner, held at the clubrooms on the Saturday before
Christmas Eve, was a very pleasant affair enjoyed by nearly 30 people.
The catering by the Home of St Barnabas guaranteed a good meal and
made a fitting end for the club's 80th year.
Planning for Festival-Week, our biggest event and fund-raiser each
year, is coming along nicely. The more who participate, the more successful and enjoyable it will be. Therefore I ask all Members to make
an effort to display and/or run models and to help out in any way they
can. Planning-meetings are being held each Wednesday before the
event and all are welcome. The roster is up on the main noticeboard
so please put your name in the slots you're going to fill (even if you
always do that particular thing every year, so we know it's being
done).
Under the newly-passed amendment to the Rules, nominations for all
positions on the Executive and Committee, and any Notices of Motion, are to be with the Secretary by Monday 23rd January. This is a
week before the January Committee-Meeting and allows proper consideration and discussion so that everyone knows how they want to
vote at the AGM (to be held on Monday 13th March). Make sure you
have input into the running of the club by nominating those you
would like to see in charge,
by being nominated yourself Photo: Lachlan C
and by knowing the issues
and how you wish to see
them handled. Nominationforms are to be found elsewhere in this Conrod or on
the notice-board.
Continues Over…..
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An informal general meeting was held on the second Monday of the month. While it was
attended by only nine Members and lasted only about an hour and a quarter it was very
pleasant and interesting and focused on modelling. I was even thanked for holding it!
No Committee-Meeting was held in December but things have been happening, in particular the re-motoring of the club locos which is expected to be completed in time for
Festival-Week. The quote for the new ladder in the steaming-up shed has been accepted
and the ladder will be in place by then too. The Thursday Toilers continue their maintenance and will always welcome any additional help.
See you round the club, especially over Festival-Week.
Charlie with B-Jax and a
young Mitchell and Lachlan
for passengers.

Dedicated to Life Member Charlie Crossan - Lachlan Clark
As many of you will be aware Life Member Charlie Crossan passed away on the 14th of
January aged 89. Charlie joined the club in September 1980 and since then has produced a
number of fine models including a steam car, a boat, a number of IC engines, and three locomotives. Nothing was too much of a challenge for Charlie who relished the opportunity
to produce as much of a model as possible, producing countless jigs and practice parts until
a satisfactory end result was achieved. This was evident in his efforts to make the spark
plugs for his 5” Lister shunting engine. His work in finishing a running Bentley radial engine
for the Air Force Museum of New Zealand is one of many notable achievements (ODT Article).

Editor’s Desk

A true gentleman, a friend, a top-quality tradesman in his working career, a first class modeller, and humble through and through. We will miss you Charlie.
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2016 Presidents Year in Review - Michael Forrest
The highlight of 2016 was undoubtedly the 80thanniversary celebrations in April. This was a wonderful occasion with a good attendance, good running and good socialising. Thanks again to Colin
Downing as the prime instigator of the event; to
him, Colin Winter and their wives for doing most of
the setting up, and to all who participated in any
way. Many memories were recalled and new ones
made that weekend.
Otherwise 2016 was a steady-as-you-go year for OMES. Festival-Week was again successful, while parties and picnics went well and helped top up the coffers, as well as providing
enjoyment for members of the public. Thanks to all who helped with these, especially the
Thursday Toilers in December (as most of the events last month were held on weekdays)
and to everybody who contributed their time and the use of their models while not being
on the roster for a particular event. This is greatly appreciated, particularly for the larger
functions.
Speaking of the Toilers, the Society owes them, and all who attended Saturday-morning
working-bees during the year, a debt of gratitude for their ongoing maintenance and
housekeeping work throughout the year. The upgrading of the club's electric locomotives
is well in hand and showing promising results. Other achievements include completing
the refurbishment of the outdoor track, usefully laying concrete, the fitting of new doorclosers and an automatic defibrillator was bought and installed in the hall.
General Meetings attracted reasonably good attendances and although we had no guest
speakers this year several interesting
and entertaining programmes were
presented by our own Members including two of our Co-Patrons.
A number of models were completed
in 2016 and made their appearance on
track, pond or layout. In particular
tethered cars are proving popular with
a number of Members joining the club
project to build a car.
Here's to an even better year in 2017.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: 13 March 2017 - Mike O’Cain
As a result of the rule changes agreed at the Special General Meeting held 12 th December
2016 the closing date for Nominations, Notice -of -motions and proposed business of the
meeting is 23 January 2017.
All of the above documents can be sent to the Secretary by email or be left in the Secretary’s box in the library.
Nominations are required for the President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary and Committee Members.
The Agenda of the AGM will be available from 3rd March 2017

Otago Model Engineering Society
Annual General Meeting - March 2017
Nomination Form
Nominee
Position

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: 13 March 2017

Proposer
Seconder
Acceptance of
Nomination

Signature:

Nominations close: 23 January 2017

Otago Model Engineering Society
Annual General Meeting - March 2017
Nomination Form
Nominee
Position
Proposer
Seconder
Acceptance of
Nomination

Signature:

Nominations close: 23 January 2017
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Editor’s Desk - Lachlan Clark
Welcome to 2017. This January issue of Conrod is a little shorter than usual. With many
groups in recess over the holiday season there is not much to report on this front.
The weather hasn’t been particularly conducive towards running outside. We watched
Quantum of the Seas depart after a dreary day in Dunedin. This was the ships second
scheduled visit to Dunedin with the first being cancelled due
to high wind—Summer in the south. The Quantum class of
cruise ships is the second largest in the world coming in at
168,666GT, and a length of almost 350m. The ship is propelled to a speed of 41km/h by two ABB Azipod thrusters
(pictured right) with four bow thrusters to aid with docking.

Editor’s Desk

The main topic of this issue is Festival Week. A lot of work has been done behind the scenes
getting ready for this event so all we need now is for some good weather and for the membership to turn out in force. Lets hope for a repeat of the cues seen below.
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Boat Group - Henry Goosselink, Photos John Anderson
For our December meeting we had 10 members present
and we started with boats on the pond although only 3
members had brought their boats, including Kevin Gambles almost finished model of a WWII German armed
trawler. It looked good in the water, with a good scale
speed (1:25 scale and 18 knots).
Notices
The end of year Christmas function is at the end of the
week in our hall.
A vote of thanks to the boating group members who
supported the party season with boats on the pond,
driving electric locos or manning the station.
Update on Les Bennett.

Boat Group
Group
Boating

Bits on the Table
Henry had taken apart a blown Viper speed controller,
showing its construction. Basically a small printed circuit
board set in resin in an alloy channel.
Murray Vince had made the engine room skylights and
life rafts for his model. The life rafts were moulded with
very light fibreglass cloth and resin in two halves and
then joined with glue and painted white.
Hamish Tyson had sprayed his model (HMNZS MOA)
with 4 different colours of spray cans from Rainbow
Paint. The deck is a dark grey, giving a non slip appearance. He had made and fitted the various deck fittings
to the model giving excellent detail.
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Barry Stoddart had been working on a brass electric loco and this is still a work in progress.
Ian Marsh has almost finished the deck of his model, while also doing the conversion on the
clubs electric loco, fitting two new permanent magnet motors and machining and splitting
the axel sprockets. He had also fitted a new carburettor in his jet boat. The result is that
the model goes well now that most motor parts have been replaced. Ian had also finished
the boat launching/retrieving device and Henry had painted it.
Brian Nunn had been doing the shopping required at this time of year but also managed to
do some work on the deck of his model, and had glued 460 grit sanding sheets to the deck
before painting to obtain that non-slip look and it had worked well.
Bill King had made a prop shaft and placed it in a safe place but he has encountered a problem common to us modellers; he now can't find it so may have to make another one. One
thing is for certain Bill; it will turn up once you have made the 2nd prop shaft. It did so for
me.
Ron Johnston had made a new propeller for his duck model.
Kevin Gamble has some mines and depth charges to be painted and fitted to his model.
Kevin's next model will almost certainly be another paddle steamed. He had the plans for
this blown up to the required size.
Gary Douglas is in the process of sanding the hull and fitting the rubbing strafe before
painting the hull. Murray Vince had purchased an axe for carving his next project, so members are warned; guard your larger trees. Henry Goosselink had been working on Tony
Roche's model, fitting the electronics and a new prop shaft and taking some weight out of
the superstructure to improve the stability of the model.

Boat Group
Group
Boating

Next Meeting
For our next meeting we will be on Wednesday 11th January 2017 with bits on the table
and workshop.
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Engineering Group 2016 In Review - Russell Clark
2016 has been a year of ups and downs for the Group and its individual members with personal tragedy and other distractions affecting the modelling focus and output of the Group.
The Group as a whole has remained strong with a very good collegial spirit which I am sure
will continue into the future.
The 2016 Festival Week display saw a large turnout of models and workshop equipment
and accessories produced by the Groups members over many years of modelling.
Maintenance on the club’s raised track throughout the year has resulted in the replacement of all the cross ties holding the main bearers, many of which were almost completely
rusted through as a result of the insidious action of the salt air around the club.
A group project to look at the building of die filing machines has stalled but hopefully will
be taken up again in the new year.
Geoff French has made considerable progress
on his Railmotor locomotive with the work being
carried out to a very high standard. Geoff is also
looking forward to his next project , a 5” Jersey
Lily gauge locomotive and looking back to complete his Quorn Tool and Cutter Grinder which
he first started building back in the eighties.
Chris Kennedy has continued his steady progress on a 3 1/2” gauge Evening Star which he
acquired from the late Doug Stokes. A setback with the boiler has led him to having a new
boiler constructed in Australia which should be completed later this year.
Jim Woods has been chipping away at his Isle of Man locomotive with the construction and
detailed work being done to Jim’s usual high standard and the upgrading of the motors and
electronics and software of his CNC mill.
Most members have been working on some project or another during the year and in a
number of instances helping out other members with their projects.

Engineering Group

Great spirit, great modelling.
Boiler Inspectors
Des Burrow
454 5565
Colin Downing
454 2528
Logan McGhie
476 1425
Allan Stevens
455 8665
Jim Woods
476 1369
Boiler Records
Geoff French
454 2171
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Festival Week Exhibition - John Nelson (Co-ordinator)

Festival Week

Planning and preparation for the Festival Week Exhibition is going well. Our supporters
have got behind us again this year. It is now up to the members to make this important
event a success.
We encourage you all to participate with your models and assist with the running of the
event by undertaking some of the non-modelling duties. It helps the operation if you are
able to indicate what you are able to do by putting your name on the rosters. The rosters
are on a table in the corner of the main hall and will be till Friday 3rd February.
All members from other club are welcome and encouraged to bring and operate their models.
Look for our advertising feature in the “Star” community news paper 2nd February.
Listen to Radio Dunedin (Media Works) with Owen Rooney.
Follow us on face book.
Quartering
Problem?
Murray Gibb
supplied the
photos to
the left.
Taken
at
Prague Airport.

Ready for Festival Week. The
Tether
Car/
Engineering guys
have been busy
putting together
a new sack barrow to carry all
the bits to run
the cars.
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Bookings - Michael Forrest and Kevin Gamble
Team Date

Time

3

11.30 Birthday Party
to 1.30

Sat 18
Feb
Sat 25
Nov

Description

#Attn

Note

20

Jiun

Christmas Party
St Pat’s Lodge

TT

Mon 4
Dec

9.30 to Christmas Party
12.00 Community Childcare

Heather Fagan

TT

Wed 6
Dec

9.30 to Christmas Party
12.00 Community Childcare

Heather Fagan

Day Controller Phone

Phone

Member 4

Phone

4554547 Bob Newbury

4763892

Mark Hughes

4552870

4898489 Des Burrows

4545565

Ross Nicholls

0212247620

3 Michael Forrest 4551642 Henry Gooselink 4883284 Max Harvey

7421080

Anna Harvey

7421080

4 Ian Marsh

4727260

Keith Murphy

4731740

1 Gary Douglas

Member 2

4767311 Kevin Gamble

2 Colin Downing 4542528 Murray Gibb

Phone

Member 3

4892267 Brian McCammon 4883828 Ross Jamieson

5 Michael O’Cain 4882075 Brian Niven
4545697 Hamish Tyson
6 Terry Smith

4554491 Glen Lawrence

4883826

Brian Nunn

4554658

4762116 Bruce Milne

4544471

Stuart Reid

4553406

7 Kevin Gamble

4727749 John Anderson

4543542

Stuart Robertson 0211480683

4554547 Brian Wolff

Day Controllers

Lawrence Clarke

4738684

Geoff French

4542172

It is up to the Day Con4545432 Barry Stoddard 4876128
troller to phone the other John Nelson 4892942 Colin Nicholls
Bill King
4881518 Colin Winter
4564382 Jon Winton
4542950
3 men of his team and
Lance
Wild
4728603
Allen
McGregor
4767666
ensure they will be available for the funcGordon Rusbatch 4544800 Glen Rusbatch 4544800
tion. The Day Controller
is also the go-to person to liaise as necessary with the hirer/party organiser, and should meet
them as soon as they arrive on site and see if they’re OK about everything.
As each booking is received and confirmed it will be allocated to the next team on the roster. If
you are unavailable to take your turn it is up to you to find a substitute, either by swapping with
someone else or by arranging for a ‘spare Member’ to take your place. Please then inform the
Day Controller so he knows whom to expect on the day. As I am now handling the bookings I
shall inform and remind the Day Controller.
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Health and Safety
Report

«First Name» «Last Name»
«Address»
«Suburb»
«City»
«Post Code»

Sender:
Otago Model Engineering Society
1 John Wilson Drive
P.O. BOX 2163
South Dunedin
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